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Remember   to   relax   and   have   fun   with   these   activities.    The   point   is   to   build   connections   with   and  
among   your   students.  

 

Hot   Potato   Share  
(a   good   way   to   connect/reconnect   with   your   students;   a   pulse-taker   activity)  

•   Have   the   students   sit   in   a   circle   (with   or   without   chairs).  

•   Ask   a   simple   question,   e.g.   what's   your   favorite   color,   food,   sport,   class,   ice   cream   flavor,   pro   athlete.  
(Keep   the   question   light   hearted.)  

•   Allow   the   students   a   few   seconds   to   think.  

•   Have   each   student   share   his/her   (one-   or   two-word)   answer   as   quickly   as   possible   in   a   round-robin   style.  
In   other   words,   the   answers   to   the   question   should   move   around   the   circle   as   quickly   as   if   the   students   were  
passing   a   hot   potato.   

•   Comments   might   be   made   after   a   round,   about   who   had   answers   in   common   or   allow   student  
observations   about   the   answers.  

 
Two   Truths   and   a   Lie  
(can   be   done   now   and   again   with   the   group;   good   way   to   get   to   know   one   another)  
 
•   Arrange   students   in   a   circle   (with   or   without   chairs).  

•   Give   each   student   an   index   card   and   a   pencil.  

•   Ask   students   to   think   of   two   truth   things   about   themselves   and   one   lie   that   could   be   mistaken   as   a   truth  
about   themselves.    The   three   statements   should   avoid   private   or   embarrassing   ideas,   and   should   all   seem  
possible.    (It’s   helpful   to   demonstrate   by   example,   e.g.   I   have   been   a   cheerleader.,   I   have   had   braces   on   my  
teeth   twice.   I   was   the   oldest   child   in   my   family.    After   sharing   your   two   truths   and   a   lie,   ask   students   to  
identify   the   lie.)   
 
•   Students   should   write   their   three   statements   on   the   index   card,   without   showing   anyone.    The   statements  
should   be   mixed   up,   i.e.   the   statements   should   not   necessarily   be   written   in   the   order:   truth,   truth,   lie.  
 
•   One   at   a   time,   each   student   reads   his/her   three   statements   aloud   to   the   group.    S/he   can   select   students  
in   the   group   to   identify   the   lie   of   the   three   statements.    If   the   wrong   statement   is   chosen,   the   student   may  
ask   another   student   for   an   answer.    (If   good   friends   are   part   of   the   group,   encourage   them   to   allow   others   to  
guess   the   lie   of   their   friend.)    Be   prepared   for   some   chat   and   laughter   as   students   fool   or   surprise   the   others  
with   their   truths   and   lie.  



Pass   the   Can  
(a   team   building,   cooperative   group   activity)  
 
•   Arrange   chairs   (one   chair   per   student)   in   a   circle.   Ask   the   students   to   sit   down   in   the   chairs.  

•   Explain   the   objective:   Pass   the   can   (about   the   size   of   a   1-gallon   paint   can,   3   pound   coffee   can   or   #10   food  
can)   using   just   one’s   feet   around   the   entire   circle   and   back   to   the   person   who   started.    The   can   may   touch  
only    the   participants’   feet   once   the   passing   begins.    Emphasize   that   the   activity   is   only   successful   if   the  
entire   group   succeeds;   no   one   person   can   be   held   at   fault   for   failing   to   get   the   can   around   the   circle.  
 
•   Set   the   can   on   the   floor   in   front   of   the   “starter”   student   who   should   pick   up   the   can   only   with   his/her  
foot/feet.    Students   might   ask   qualifying   questions,   especially   as   the   activity   progresses:   May   the   feet/a   foot  
go   inside   the   can?   (yes)   Can   several   people   help   the   person   passing   the   can?   (no,   only   two   people   may  
touch   the   can   at   one   time–   the   passer   and   passee)   Can   they   talk?   (yes)  
 
•   If   any   of   the   rules   are   broken,   or   the   can   touches   the   floor,   the   can   must   be   returned   to   the   “starter”   and  
the   process   started   over.  
 
•Monitor   the   comments,   to   be   sure   that   the   words   are   encouraging.    If   needed,   stop   the   process   if   the   group  
is   having   difficulties   and   encourage   them   to   problem   solve   solutions.  
 
•   Celebrate   as   a   group   when   the   can   is   successfully   passed   around   the   circle.    Process   with   the   students  
why   the   group   struggled   and   succeeded   with   the   challenge.  
 
•   (Consider   upping   the   ante,   once   the   large   can   has   been   successfully   passed,   by   using   a   smaller   can,   e.g.  
a   soup   can   which   disallows   inserting   feet   into   the   can.)  
 
 

Fold   It   Up  
(a   team   building,   cooperative   group   activity;   better   done   after   students   get   to   know   one   another)  

•   Place   a   tarp   or   blanket   on   the   floor.   The   floor   covering   should   be   large   enough   to,   very   comfortably,  
accommodate   the   entire   group   when   they   stand   on   it.  

•   Ask   the   students   to   all   stand   on   it.  

•   Challenge   them   to   fold   the   tarp/blanket   in   half   without   having   anyone   get   off   the   tarp/blanket   or   touch   the  
floor.  

•   Challenge   them   to   continue   folding   the   tarp/blanket   in   half,   again   without   having   anyone   getting   off   the  
trap/blanket   or   touching   the   floor.   

This   activity   will   require   students   to   get   very   close   to   one   another   and   come   in   contact   with   one   another,  
depending   on   their   comfort   level.   

 
 



Levitating   Pole  
(a   team   building,   cooperative   group   activity)  
 
(Note:   This   may   also   be   done   with   an   unweighted   hula   hoop.)  
 
If   using   a   shock-cord   tent   pole:  

● Line   the   students   up   in   two   rows   that   are   facing   one   other.   (In   a   circle,   with   the   hula   hoop.)  
● Ask   students   to   point   one   of   their   index   fingers   and   hold   their   arm   out   at   about   elbow   height.  
● Lay   the   tent   pole   down   on   the   students’   extended   fingers.   (You   will   need   an   assistant   on   each   end   of  

the   pole.    They   should   hang   onto   the   pole   ends   until   the   final   instructions   are   given.)    Ask   the  
students   to   adjust   their   finger   heights   until   the   tent   pole   is   level/horizontal   and   everyone's   index  
fingers   are   touching   the    underside    stick.    The   fingers   must   be   held   straight;   no   bent   digits.  

● Explain   the   objective:   lower   the   pole   to   the   ground   to   the   ground.   Emphasize   the   following   rules:  
○ Each   student’s   fingers   must   be   in   contact   with   the   tent   pole    at   all   times .   
○ Pinching   or   grabbing   the   pole   in   not   allowed   -   it   must   rest    on   top    of   fingers.  
○ If   anyone's   finger   is   caught   not   touching   the   tent   pole,   the   task   will   be   restarted.   

● If   everyone   understands,   instruct   the   helpers   to   let   go   of   the   pole   and   tell   the   students   to   lower   the  
tent   pole   to   the   ground.  

● In   the   beginning   the   tent   pole   will   seem   to   levitate   of   its   own   accord,   rather   than   simply   lower   to   the  
floor.    You   might   good-humoredly   remind   them   of   the   objective   to    lower    the   pole.    Students   may  
become   puzzled,   laugh,   or   question   what   is   happening.    They   could   also   become   aggravated   by   the  
inability   of   others   to   lower   the   pole.    Be   ready   to   stop   the   process   and   restart   the   process   from  
square   one.    Stay   good-humored,   even   if   the   students   start   getting   impatient.    Emphasize   that   no  
one   succeeds   unless   everyone   succeeds.    Encourage   them   to   problem-solve   solutions   and   try   them  
out.    Stress   perseverance–   the   task   is   possible!   As   the   facilitator,   coach   the   students   without  
providing   answers   or   strategies.  

Processing   questions:  

● How   well   did   the   group   cope   with   this   challenge?  
● What   skills   did   it   take   to   be   successful   as   a   group?  
● Why   did   the   group   succeed   (or   not)?  
● What   would   an   outside   observer   have   seen   as   the   strengths   and   weaknesses   of   the   group?  
● What   roles   did   people   play?  
● How   can   this   activity   be   applied   to   other   situations,   e.g.   team   projects   or   working   with   others?  

 

 

 

 

 

 



The   Train   Will   Leave   the   Station   If   You…  
(can   be   done   now   and   again   with   the   group;   good   way   to   get   to   know   one   another)  

•   Line   up   enough   chairs   for   all   but   one   person;   chairs   should   be   facing   one   behind   another,   in   the   same  
direction.  

•   Choose   one   student   (or   ask   for   a   volunteer)   as   the   first   conductor,   who   will   stand   at   the   front   of   the   “train.”  
All   other   students   should   sit   in   one   of   the   chairs   on   the   train.  

•   The   conductor   will   say,”   The   train   will   leave   the   station   if   you…”   and   complete   the   statement   with   a  
qualifying   category,   e.g.   have   a   dog;   are   left-handed;   are   the   oldest   kid   in   the   family;   have   ever   been   out   of  
state,   etc.   

•   If   any   student   on   the   train   (sitting   in   a   chair)   fits   the   category,   s/he   must   get   up   and   find   a   new   and   empty  
seat   on   the   train.    Meanwhile   the   conductor   is   also   trying   to   claim   a   seat   on   the   train.   

•   Whoever   is   left   standing   becomes   the   new   conductor.    S/he   continues   with   ,”   The   train   will   leave   the  
station   if   you…”   with   a   new   category.    This   can   go   on   for   many   rounds.    You   might   facilitate   observations   or  
questions,   every   so   often,   about   what   was   revealed   during   a   round,   e.g.   “Wow,   most   of   us   have   a   dog!  
What   type   of   dogs   do   we   have?”  

  (The   idea   is   to   introduce   categories   that   allow   students   to   learn   more   about   one   another,   rather   than  
categories   that   are   superficial   (who   is   wearing   jeans,   has   a   watch   on,   etc.    It   may   help   to   model/practice  
how   to   move   from   one   seat   to   another   safely.)  

 

Marble   Pipe   Challenge  
(a   team   building,   cooperative   group   activity)  

(The   marble   pipes   can   be   made   from   2’   (or   various)   lengths   of   plastic   pipe   cut   lengthwise   OR   by   cutting   9”   x  
12”   index   stock/construction   paper   the   long   way   and   folding   along   the   length.)  

•   Give   each   student   a   marble   pipe.    (If   using   index   stock/paper   pipes,   emphasize   that   the   pipes   may   not   be  
squeezed   to   catch   the   marble.)  

•   Establish   a   beginning   and   ending   point   for   the   activity   (down   a   long   hallway;   the   length   of   the   playground;  
the   length   of   the   gym...someplace   where   it’s   OK   to   get   a   bit   noisy).  

•   Students   are   to   move   the   marble,   from   the   start   to   the   finish,   by   rolling   the   marble   the   length   of   one  
student’s   pipe   to   the   next   student’s   pipe.    The   marble   may   only   touch   the   pipes–   no   fingers,   body   parts   or  
clothing.    A   dropped   marble   means   that   the   team   must   start   over   from   the   beginning   (or   make   a   goal   of   “x”  
number   of   allowed   drops).   Be   ready   for   laughs,   cries   of   agony,   and   loud   voices.  

•   After   one   round,   have   students   strategize   better   methods   for   a   new   round.    You   might   increase   the  
challenge   by   having   the   group   estimate   how   long   it   will   take   to   complete   the   challenge;   use   a   stopwatch   to  
mark   the   time.    Can   they   better   their   time?    Add   obstacles   and   challenges:   have   the   course   go   up   or   down   a  
staircase,   around   the   playground   slide,   add   a   blindfolded   teammate,   etc.  

 



Curtain   Call  
(good   for   getting   to   know   one   another)  

•   Divide   the   group   into   two   more   or   less   even   groups.   Select   two   students   as   curtain   holders.  

•   Have   the   curtain   holders   lift   a   tarp   or   large   blanket   up   between   the   two   groups,   so   the   group   on   the   other  
side   is   visually   blocked   (mostly)   from   the   other   group.  

•   Each   side   should   silently   select   one   of   their   group   members   to   stand   very   close   to   the   curtain.    When   both  
sides   have   a   person   in   place,   direct   the   curtain   holders   to   quickly   drop   the   curtain.  

•   The   two   revealed   students   try   to   name   the   other   person   first.    Whoever   names   the   other   person   last   needs  
to   join   the   other   team.  

•   The   curtain   holders   raise   the   curtain   again.    Each   team   silently   selects   another   person   to   stand   before   the  
curtain,   ready   to   name   to   other   person   first   when   the   curtain   is   dropped.  

 

Recommended   Advisory   Activity   Resources  
 
https://blog.friendscentral.org/middle-school-advisory-program  
“5   Benefits   of   a   Strong   Middle   School   Advisory   Program,”   just   in   case   you   need   some   backup   reasons   for  
having   an   advisory   program.  
 
http://www.wilderdom.com/games/  
This   website   has   many   well-explained   activities   from   ice-breakers   to   team-building   to   group   games.    Most   of  
the   activities   do   not   require   special   equipment.  
 
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/sponge-activities-end-of-school-year/  
Several   ideas   from   Jennifer   Gonzalez   of   Cult   of   Pedagogy.  
 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15GlfJF5PnAVAAJv42efo152h69Idb2H17YcUuGHO5iM/e  
d it  
40   Key   Lessons   For   Building   Community   in   Advisory/Community   Circle  
 
https://www.tbae.co.za/minutetowinit.htm  
Fun   “Minute-to-Win-It”   team   building   exercises   with   videos   to   show   how   the   activity   should   run  
 
https://guideinc.org/category/team-building/  
Lots   of   getting-to-know-you   and   team   building   activities  
 
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/617837642604044475/  
Lazy   Man   Challenge-   Shows   you   what   to   do   in   a   video   (don’t   show   the   video   to   the   students,   just   have   them  
try   the   activity)  
 
https://www.playworks.org/game-library/  
A   collection   of   playground/recess   games   on   the   Playworks   website.  
 



 
 
Online   videos   to   spark   discussion  
 
https://www.youtube.com/embed/H9S3n_tILKo  
“Steep   Your   Soul:   Meet   Chris”    Oprah   Winfrey   Network  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-gQLqv9f4o&feature=youtu.be  
“A   Pep   Talk   from   Kid   President   to   You”  
 
https://www.passiton.com/inspirational-stories-tv-spots  
“Pass   It   On”   video   library  

 


